
太極拳經 Taijiquan Jing1 The Taijiquan Classic2 
Attributed variously to Zhang Sanfeng3, Wang Zhongyue, and Wu Yixiang 

What is Taiji?4 It is born of Wuji.5 It is the mother of yin and yang. 
When it moves, it divides. At rest it reunites.6 

In motion the whole body should be light and agile, 
with all parts of the body linked as if threaded together like a string of pearls. 

The qi should be roused, the shen should be internally gathered7.

The postures should be without defect, without hollows or projections.
In motion the form should not become disconnected. 

The jin8 should be rooted in the feet, generated from the legs, controlled by the waist, 
and expressed through the fingers. 

If correct timing and position are not achieved, the body will become disordered 
and will not move as an integrated whole. 
The correction for this defect must be sought in the legs and waist. 

The principle of adjusting the legs and waist applies for moving in all directions; 
upward or downward, advancing or withdrawing, left or right. 

If there is up, there is down, when advancing, have regard for withdrawing; 
when striking left, pay attention to the right. All movements are motivated by yi9, not external form. 

If the yi wants to move upward, it must simultaneously have intent downward. 
Alternating the force of pulling and pushing severs an opponent's root so that he can be defeated 
quickly and certainly. 

Insubstantial and substantial should be clearly differentiated. 
Every part has both insubstantiality and substantiality. 
The whole body should be threaded together without the slightest break. 

Changquan10 is like a great river rolling on unceasingly. 
Peng, Lü, Ji, An, Cai, Lie, Zhou,and Kao are equated to the Eight Trigrams. 
The first four are the cardinal directions; Qian, Kun, Kan, and Li. 
The second four are the four corners: Xun, Zhen, Dui, and Gen.11  
Jin Bu, Tui Bu, Zuo Gu, You Pan, Zhong Ding12 are equated to the Five Phases: Jin, Shui, Mu, Hou, Tu13  
All together these are the Shi San Shi (Thirteen Powers).14

1 Also known as Taijiquan ‘Lun’ 太極拳論, Taijiquan ‘treatise’.
2 Interpreted translation  by Sam Masich (馬希奇)
3 A footnote sometimes appended to both Taijiquan Jing and Taijiquan Lun is attributed to Yang Luchan (1799-1872) 
reads: “This treatise was left by the patriarch Zhang Sanfeng of Wudang Mountain, with a desire toward helping able 
people everywhere to achieve longevity, and not merely as a means to martial skill”. 
4 太極 The ‘Great Extremes’; ‘Complementary Duality’.
5 無極 ‘No Extremes’; ‘Absolute Void’.
6 This first sentence is not always included with the Classic, but a variant is usually found with the Taijiquan Lun.
7 氣 qi, vital force. 神 shen, spirit
8 勁 jin, intrinsic force.
9  意 yi, will; intention 
10 Long Boxing; originally a term to describe Shaolin martial arts and later also what came to be known as Taijiquan.
11 乾 Qian (South; Heaven), 坤 Kun (North; Earth), 坎 Kan (West; Water), and 離 Li (East; Fire). 巽 Sun (Southwest; 
Wind), 震 Zhen (Northeast; Thunder), 兌 Dui (Southeast; Lake), and 艮Gen (Northwest; Mountain).
12 進步, 退步, 左顧, 右盼, 中定; Advance Step, Retreat Step, Left-side Gazing, Right-side Looking and Central Settling. 
Note: Here I have used the full terms rather than the abreviated Jin, Tui, Gu, Pan, Ding.used in the original.
13 金水木火土; Metal, Wood, Water, Fire, Earth; Note: Here I have adapted the vernacular sequence ‘Jin, Mu, Shui, Huo, 
Tu’ used in the actual classic to ‘Jin, Shui, Mu, Huo, Tu’, to the reflect actual sequence of the Five Phases.
14 This last paragraph is omitted in some versions of the classic.


